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Look Again: Making Friends with Sensory Processing Disorder
Lauren Binder
Abstract
This paper explores the impact of sensory processing differences on the
development of young children’s peer relationships in early childhood. Current children’s
literature on Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) is limited in addressing the ways in
which SPD intersects with social interaction among students with disabilities and their
nondisabled peers. By exploring social scenarios grounded in the lived experiences of
one child with SPD, I aim to broaden what counts as acceptable approaches to connection
and interaction among young children. I use the social model of disability, the tenets of
the neurodiversity movement, and the guiding principles of Disability Critical Race
Theory (DisCrit) as a framework to reject traditional racist and ableist norms of
social-emotional development, create more inclusive educational spaces that welcome the
full range of human variation, and encourage children to be more of who they are.
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Introduction: Meet Theo1
Voices rise and strain to be heard above the din of excited footsteps rushing across
the floor, precariously stacked wooden blocks crashing and tumbling down to the
linoleum, and little hands pounding dinosaurs into mounds of playdough. Conversation
flows across the room and is directed toward multiple audiences, but one name is
repeated more frequently than the rest. “Theo, don’t knock that down!” “Be careful,
Theo!” “Stop touching my hair!” “You’re squeezing too tight, Theo—I don’t like it!”
Again and again: no, Theo; stop, Theo; be careful, Theo. If these admonishments sound
tiresome to read, we can imagine they must be increasingly frustrating to receive.
Theo is a nearly-five-year-old pre-Kindergarten student at an early childhood
center in lower Manhattan, and the snapshot detailed above offers a glimpse into a
moment of a typical school day as his classroom buzzes with activity and children at
work. For many students, a play-based, child-directed learning environment in early
childhood is a wondrous canvas for discovery, laughter, experimentation, play, and social
connection. For others, however, a classroom context can provide either too much
stimulation or insufficient sensation, and can consequently feel overwhelming or
challenging to navigate. This is especially true for children like Theo who experience
difficulties with sensory integration and processing, or who struggle to seamlessly
integrate the external and internal stimuli their brains and central nervous systems are
receiving from their current environment.
Theo loves the color green, giving and receiving hugs, and creating enormous
Lego structures—which he titles “Legoland”—with his classmates. Theo adores
Superheroes, especially Spiderman, and Star Wars, especially R2D2. And Theo, despite
1 Pseudonym
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profound effort, struggles to appropriately respond to stimuli from his peers and his
environment; Theo has Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD). Sensory processing can be
defined as the body’s registering and organization of information through the senses, and
subsequent use of that information in order to function in daily life. Sensory Processing
Disorder, then, occurs when an individual has difficulty with integrating that sensory
input (Kranowitz, 2005). Theo’s SPD diagnosis impacts his behavior and learning both at
home and at school, and while the behavioral interventions, adaptive classroom
equipment, and hours of occupational therapy Theo receives each week to support him
and his family with this diagnosis are undoubtedly deeply beneficial, none directly
address an area that is both especially challenging and critically important to all children
at his age: developing positive relationships with peers while at school.
The current selection of children’s books that center around sensory integration
and SPD also fail to address this essential area of development in young children. Despite
a heightened awareness and recognition of sensory integration issues in recent decades,
resources for children, families, and educators have yet to catch up and meet the demands
for literature that supports the social-emotional learning of children with SPD. This
resource aims to provide Theo—as well as other children with SPD—with a story about
him and for him, and to help children and teachers understand and navigate the complex
intersection between social interaction and sensory processing issues. And while this
story was inspired by one little boy, it is my sincere hope that it provides support, joy, and
solace to many more.
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Sensory Integration and Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD)
An Overview: What Is SPD?
Sensory processing refers to the ways in which an individual’s nervous system
registers and organizes information from our environment received through the body’s
senses, and activates a behavioral response (Ayres, 1979; Kranowitz, 2005; Miller, 2014).
At any given moment throughout the day, our brains are receiving countless messages
from environmental stimuli. Sensory processing or integration, often used
interchangeably, is a person’s ability to organize and assimilate these messages and use
them appropriately to inform actions or behavior. Viola and Noddings (2006) write that
“[w]hen sensations flow into the brain in an organized or integrated manner, we can use
the sensations to form perceptions and create learning experiences” (p. 40). For most of
us, this complex and integrated process happens automatically innumerable times each
day, allowing us to navigate our surroundings while taking in the important information
and stimuli and filtering out what is unnecessary without significant effort or thought.
Sensory Processing Disorder (SPD) occurs when a person’s body is consistently unable to
integrate and process all of this information being received from its senses, and becomes
dysregulated as a result (Noddings, 2017b).
Difficulty with sensory integration can manifest in many ways, though it is often
evident in children’s inability to read environmental cues, absorb and organize sensory
input, and respond appropriately in a given situation (Noddings, 2017b). Researchers on
sensory integration estimate that 1 in every 20 children is severely impacted by sensory
issues (Crasta et al., 2020; Wallis, 2007); however, due to a lack of formal diagnostic
criteria, unknown etiology, and high levels of comorbidity of SPD with other diagnoses
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such as Autism Spectrum Disorder, Attention Deficit Disorder, and/or Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder, determining the precise prevalence of SPD among children can
be difficult and individual (Ben-Sasson et al., 2009; Arky, n.d.).
Compounding this further is the fact that each of us has preferences for and
sensitivities to certain experiences. Perhaps you have an aversion to loud music or
sounds, prefer either cold or warm temperatures, or seek out certain textures in your
wardrobe or home. Whatever the specific preference or aversion, we each take
steps—consciously or otherwise—to meet those sensory needs: we buy clothing or
bedding made from a certain material, we adjust the thermostat, and generally seek out
environments that contain experiences that feel good and, as much as possible, avoid
those that do not. The question becomes: when do these needs register as individual
preferences, and when do they cross a (very grey) line into qualifying as a “disorder”?
For children with sensory integration sensitivities who are evaluated for special education
services, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) outlines that in order to
qualify for special education classification and services, a child must have an impairment
that results in limited or heightened alertness within an educational setting, and that
impairment must interfere with his or her performance in school (Turnbull et al., 2013).
Determining the presence and prevalence of Sensory Processing Disorder is a challenge
not only because sensory differences are not unique to those with a diagnosis of SPD, but
because the notion of sensory-based challenges adversely impacting educational
performance and participation can be partial and subjective as well.
While diagnosis can occur at any age, SPD or other sensory related challenges
often become most evident when children enter school, when they are perhaps faced with
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certain academic and social contexts for the first time. Research has shown that children
with SPD typically have difficulty with learning, attention, appropriate social behavior,
and self-regulation. A diagnosis of SPD may be warranted if these challenges are rooted
in a child’s sensory processing, and occur with “frequency, intensity, and/or duration”
across multiple environments over time (Noddings, 2017b, p. 39). Again, though, the lack
of uniform diagnostic criteria make identification and diagnosing of SPD quite
subjective, and difficult to determine when an individual’s sensory processing—which
occurs along a continuum—is simply unique or warranting of a label. Diagnosis and
identification may also be confounded by the shifting educational landscape in
classrooms today, including the lack of movement opportunities for students in school,
increased academic demands, and overall more sedentary lifestyles of children
(Hanscom, 2018).
Sensory processing includes the integration of information received through the
body’s eight sensory systems. In addition to the five widely recognized senses of sight,
sound, taste, smell, and touch, in recent years researchers have added three additional
systems when considering sensory integration that have become critical to understanding
and assessing sensory processing difficulties. Most research agrees on the inclusion of the
vestibular system and proprioceptive system; however, some researchers suggest the
eighth system is interoception (Miller & Bialer, 2011), while others argue that it is the
tactile sense (Viola & Noddings, 2006).
The vestibular system can be conceptualized as our sense of balance, or how our
bodies move in relation to the force of gravity. Proprioception refers to the ways in which
our muscles and joints contract and feel pressure when moving. Interoception includes
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the most basic of sensory feelings, such as hunger, thirst, or fatigue (Miller & Bialer,
2011), while the tactile sense refers to “the whole-body manifestation of what we
commonly consider our sense of touch,” including the way clothes feel on our skin or
how different seating options feel under our bodies (Viola & Noddings, 2006, p. 40). The
five most commonly referenced senses are sometimes called “far senses,” as they all
relate to external stimuli, while the vestibular, proprioceptive, and interoceptive senses
are considered “near” or “hidden,” as they refer to internal feelings and sensations (Viola
& Noddings, 2006, p. 40). For the brain and nervous system to function effectively, these
eight senses must work together to register and organize information from a person’s
environment at all times, and are largely responsible for our feelings, words, and actions
as we move through the world each day.
Origins
The term sensory processing largely originated with the work of Dr. Anna Jean
Ayres, an American occupational therapist, educational psychologist, and neuroscientist
who dedicated her life to researching issues of sensory integration, as she originally titled
them. Though sensory-related difficulties have long been attached to other diagnoses
such as Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) or
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Ayres noted that the labels of ASD or
ADD/ADHD did not quite capture the experience of a child with sensory processing
difficulties. Ayres was a pioneer in the fields of education and neuroscience in postulating
that sensory integration disorders can occur without comorbidity with other diagnoses.
She argued that “when sensory processing is impaired in a child—when there is a sensory
integrative dysfunction—social, emotional, motor, and/or functional problems can
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result,” solely from those sensory processing difficulties (Miller, 2014, p. 8). If this
disruption in a child’s and family’s life due to sensory integration difficulties was severe
enough, Ayres said, it warranted a stand-alone diagnosis. Much of the research and
information we now have on sensory integration and SPD is due to Ayres’ early work.
The Hypersensitive and Hyposensitive Child
Children with sensory processing difficulties can generally be described as
hypersensitive, or highly reactive to certain sensory input, or
hyposensitive—underreactive. Many of the sights, sounds, and sensations of a typical
classroom environment may feel overstimulating to the hypersensitive child; overhead
lights may feel too bright, the noise level of classroom activities or children playing or
speaking may feel too loud, and certain toys or textures—such as slime, playdough, or
other sensory materials—may feel unpleasant or even unbearable to touch. The highly
sensitive child will exhibit behaviors in response to these stimuli that may help her to
avoid these sensory experiences. She may cover her ears or eyes, object to using certain
materials, and avoid movements or unpredictable games that make her vestibular system
feel off-balance. In general, her brain and nervous system registers information and feels
input more acutely than an average child, and she seeks less stimulation as a result
(Noddings, 2017a).
By contrast, the brain of the hyposensitive or undersensitive child registers
environmental input less intensely, and he may go out of his way to seek additional
sensations to compensate for this perceived deficiency. This child may fidget or seek out
materials to touch or hold while listening to a story or attending to a meeting. He may
seem constantly in motion during his school day, touching other children or items around
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the room. As Viola & Noddings (2006) write, the hyposensitive child “does not receive
and process enough sensory information, so he creates additional sources of stimulation
to achieve average levels of arousal or alertness” (p. 41). Whereas activities that provide
intense stimulation, such as swinging on the monkey bars at the playground or watching a
video with bright lights, colors, or sounds, may register as ‘too much’ for a child with
average sensory processing systems, the hyposensitive child experiences these moments
as ‘just right.’ By any metric of sensory processing, Theo may be described as a
hyposensitive child, as he seeks additional stimuli in his environment to help him feel
regulated, calm, and attentive, as described above.
While the overarching categorization of individuals as hypersensitive and
hyposensitive is useful for describing more general experiences with sensory processing
difficulties, it is important to note that sensory integration is subjective and is highly
variable between—and even within—individuals. A child may not be hypersensitive or
hyposensitive in all sensory systems, and may even be hypersensitive in one sense and
hyposensitive in another. Though hypersensitivity and hyposensitivity will prompt
children to exhibit different behaviors throughout their day to cope with the dysregulation
of one or more of their sensory systems, both can disrupt or interfere with an individual’s
ability to function, cope, and connect at school (Viola & Noddings, 2006).
Sensory Processing Disorder in Early Childhood Learning Environments
Two recent trends in early childhood education make issues surrounding
supporting children with Sensory Processing Disorder or sensory integration difficulties
even more critical: classrooms that are less sensory friendly and increased demands for
the inclusion of children with developmental variations in general education settings.
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Despite increased awareness of sensory integration and sensory processing issues in the
latter half of the twentieth century, and most especially in the last two decades, most
schools and classrooms have failed to integrate this knowledge into children’s
experiences at school. In fact, many classroom settings have shed opportunities for rich
sensory play and development. More than ever before, children in schools across the
United States now have less recess, outdoor gross motor time, and unstructured playtime
to explore and experience the world through each of their sensory systems, and spend
more time in front of screens or engaging with technology instead of people or hands-on
materials (Hansom, 2018). Children are moving, feeling, experimenting, and exploring
less, despite the abundance of research arguing that healthy development hinges on rich,
interactive, messy, and personalized learning experiences throughout childhood and
adolescence (Noddings, 2017a; Hanscom, 2018).
These changes, often fueled by increased standardized testing and pushes for
more time spent engaging in more formal or academic learning, are to the extreme
detriment of young children’s development (Christakis, 2016; Noddings, 2017a). Play
supports all aspects of growth and learning, from language development and
problem-solving skills to the cultivation of flexibility and resilience, and fewer
opportunities for play can lead to challenges with self-regulation, attention, and learning
(Strauss, 2015). In a recent TED talk, pediatric occupational therapist Angela Hanscom
explains that recent sensory- and motor-related challenges—specifically, children’s
increased difficulty paying attention, lack of spatial-awareness, and decreased frustration
tolerance—can be attributed to “underdeveloped vestibular systems due to sedentary
lifestyles” (Hanscom, 2018). The lack of opportunities to move, climb, swing, and fall
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down are not only interfering with childrens’ sensory and motor development, but their
ability to focus and learn in the classroom as well. As a result, teachers must think
creatively about ways to continue supporting the sensory integration development of all
children, and be mindful of the contextual factors that may be contributing to their
sensory integration development. Educators, practitioners, and clinicians must take care
not to mistake a child’s natural, innate need for healthy movement with a “disorder” or
diagnosis, whether sensory-related or otherwise.
Recent educational policies advocating for inclusion of children with
developmental variations into general education environments, though profoundly
beneficial and important for a variety of reasons, have also created unique challenges for
educators. In No Longer a Secret, a guidebook for parents and teachers supporting
children with sensory or motor differences, Bialer and Miller (2011) describe the ways in
which policies of mainstreaming or inclusion now present general education teachers
with students whom they may not know how best to support. Bialer and Miller (2011)
write that “[t]eachers with thorough backgrounds in regular education are now expected
to ensure that their classrooms meet the needs of all children,” and argue that “the biggest
challenge for the classroom teacher is the varying degrees to which sensation, emotion,
and attention affect the children in the classroom” (p. 13). While educator unpreparedness
for this new educational landscape is of course no fault of the children in their care, it is
these students and their families who bear the weightiest consequences of teachers’
limitations.
As an ideal, inclusion—largely the outcome of the mandate that all students with
disabilities receive a free and appropriate public education in the least restrictive
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environment, as outlined by seminal special education legislation in the United
States—reduces barriers and increases student access to the general education
curriculum. In practice, however, inclusion holds the dangerous potential—particularly
for children of color with disabilities—of promoting a “culture of surveillance” and
serving as a means to change student behavior in order to align more closely with that of
a “normative” white, able-bodied, often middle-class population (Park et al., 2021, p. 1).
In these spaces, inclusive education can perpetuate the notion that students with a
disability are simply there to learn from their nondisabled peers, rather than establish a
reciprocal learning environment wherein general education and special education
students learn from one another, and everyone benefits.
Instead of continuing to maintain behavioral expectations based on whiteness and
ableism and change children with disabilities to better fit or comply with such standards,
teachers must begin to center the child in her or his fullness, and shift learning spaces and
culture accordingly. It is the responsibility of every educator to modify the classroom and
curriculum—never students themselves—as much as possible to best fit the needs of the
children in front of her, and to foster a learning community built on a foundation of
empathy and mutual respect. As Bialer and Miller (2011) put it: “A good teacher lightens
the burden of a child who knows that other children think he or she is different” (p. 14). I
would argue that a good teacher takes this one step further and actually deconstructs
typical notions of what constitutes “difference,” disrupting patterns of equating difference
with disability with ineptitude along the way. Whiteness and ability have long defined
what constitutes normal or abnormal in early educational contexts, as “[a]bleism and
racism circulate interdependently to equate whiteness with competence” (Beneke &
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Cheatham, 2020, p. 245). Resources that support children with SPD—not by attempting
to help them conform to Eurocentric conceptions of “normal” or “appropropriate,” but by
validating their experience and promoting understanding and compassion among
peers—are essential to their success in general education learning environments, to the
development of their social relationships, and to the ongoing work of creating truly
inclusive and welcoming classrooms.
Sensory Processing Disorder and Peer Relationships in Early Childhood
Sensory Processing Disorder often impacts all areas of a child’s life and
interaction with his or her environment, and developing positive and healthy relationships
with peers is no exception. Peer relationships and friendships are an essential part of early
childhood development as they help children learn about their preferences and interests,
develop self-esteem and feelings of competence, and help to lay the foundation for the
formation of healthy and successful relationships in the future (Krone & Yu, 2019; Han et
al., 2019; Watson, 2019; Dietrich, 2005; Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010). Due to
sensory integration differences, students with SPD may prefer to engage in different types
of play; a highly sensitive child may prefer predictable, more stationary games, while a
hyposensitive child may prefer activities that are more physical and boisterous, and
provide additional sensorial input. Students with SPD hold preferences for levels and
types of touch, volume, and interaction with others, which may mean that they seek out
or avoid different types of play (Kranowitz, 2005). These preferences and needs intersect
with the social dynamics within the child’s environment, and may create a barrier in
forming relationships with peers who may not understand his or her propensity for or
avoidance of certain activities.
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It is useful to consider the very notion of friendship in early childhood
classrooms, and what constitutes being a friend in the early years of a person’s
life—particularly for children with developmental variations. While no singular
definition of friendship for children with a diagnosis exists, research has found several
characteristics that seem to be common among positive, reciprocal peer relationships in
early childhood. In a review of eight studies of how friendships are or are not supported
in inclusive early childhood classrooms, Krone and Yu (2019) found that common
determinants of friendship in these settings included mutual regard for and enjoying
spending time with one another, regardless of diagnosis or ability. In one such naturalistic
study that reviewed relationships in inclusion classrooms, Dietrich (2005) found that
friendship between children was motivated by both parties meeting one another’s
instinctive needs for companionship, stability, or comfort. Several patterns of what
friendship meant or represented to children emerged throughout the study, including that
to be a friend meant “being nice to one another, showing affection to one another, liking
one another, choosing to spend time together, and playing and having fun together”
(Dietrich, 2005, p. 206). These shared characteristics held true both for friendships
between two typically developing children as well as friendships between a child with a
diagnosis and a child without one.
Children become increasingly aware of societal norms and expectations around
what is considered to be socially acceptable behavior as they grow and progress through
school. As they play more with others, children begin to informally, and perhaps at times
subconsciously, assess one another’s “social competency” in playing collaboratively and
positively with those around them (Watson, 2019, p. 259). Krone and Yu (2019) write in a
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recent study that “[i]n order to develop healthy and meaningful peer relationships,
children are expected to have appropriate social skills such as taking turns, sharing,
giving and receiving affection, and participating in shared imaginative play” (p. 184).
Appropriate social interactions are an important key to accessing cooperative play, which
is arguably the primary mode of learning in young children’s classrooms and home
environments during early childhood (Krone & Yu, 2019). Children who do not play and
engage with others according to these sometimes unspoken rules may be “pathologised
and judged as socially incompentent and immature,” and may be marginalized or
excluded from the social world of the classroom as a result (Watson, 2019, p. 260).
It is essential to note that what society deems as “appropriate” modes of
interaction are most often informed by white, Eurocentric ways of being and connecting
with others, and children who are on the receiving end of this marginalization are often
students whose identities sit at the intersection of disability and race. Traditional
approaches to fostering the development of social skills have included changing student
behavior to fit more squarely with notions of “normal” interaction—specifically that
which is normative of a white, able-bodied, middle-class, Western culture. In many cases,
social cues and behavioral tools provided to students with disabilities regularly promote
skills that are “based on the behaviors of nondisabled children and are guided by norms
of whiteness” (Park et al., 2021, p. 2), and often do not take into account cultural,
linguistic, or behavioral differences of students.
This is perhaps especially true in inclusive learning environments, in which
children with a diagnosis and children without a diagnosis are expected to play and learn
alongside one another. Despite that inclusion classrooms are intentionally designed to
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promote friendship and provide opportunities for interaction between children who are
different in order to benefit both children with developmental variations and their
typically developing peers, “children with disabilities are at risk for social isolation and
they may engage in challenging behaviors due to their limited communication and social
skills” (Krone & Yu, 2019, p. 184). But limited verbal communication and so-called
“challenging behaviors” only place students with disabilities at risk for socially
constructed isolation if teachers, students, and schools maintain that there is a singular
correct or acceptable way of communicating, and that alternative, less conventional forms
of communication do not count. Young children with disabilities are not marginalized
because they do not interact with others; they are marginalized because we continue to
allow communication, interaction, and play to be characterized by racist, ableist, and
incredibly narrow definitions. As an antidote to this pervasive discrimination in special
education practices, educators must refrain from positioning nondisabled children and
broader understandings of white, Western understandings as models or examples for
interaction, and instead work to expand notions of what constitutes “social competence”
and engagement. Teachers must accept and preach that there are many ways of playing
and connecting with others, and support children with disabilities in finding ways to do
so that feel true to who they are. Only then will we ensure that all classrooms are safe
places of learning and equal participation for everyone.
The reality that classrooms can be places of oppression and injustice, albeit
frustrating and disappointing, should not be entirely surprising, given that schools are
often considered to be microcosms of society. Grieshaber and McArdle (2010) write that
while play has many benefits and is an important tool for learning for young children, it
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is worth exploring what kind of learning is actually taking place when children socialize.
Without meaningful intention and moments of purposeful adult facilitation or
intervention, play has the potential to perpetuate societal stereotypes and power dynamics
of the world outside of the classroom’s four walls. Play “reproduces what exists in
society in terms of relations of power about ‘race’; gender; social, economic, and cultural
capital, ethnicity, heteronormativity, and proficiency with English” (Grieshaber &
McArdle, 2010, p. 75). Given that individuals with developmental variations and learning
differences are still excluded from and marginalized across societal sectors, this same
dynamic may be propagated in school, and students at the intersection of many of these
identities are especially vulnerable to othering and marginalization.
It is worth considering, then, how play can be used as a tool to disrupt, rather than
maintain, these dynamics of disenfranchisement and exclusion and foster
open-mindedness and acceptance among peers. Teachers must first recognize the ways in
which white, ableist, and Western ideals inform views of behavior, and often pathologize
students when they are unable to conform to those norms. Thorius et al. (2019) write that
“constructions of developmentally appropriate markers of academics and behavior rely
on norms that are rooted in eugenics and notions of a desirable person as White and
middle-class” (p. 162). Often, when students do not reach these milestones or
benchmarks, adults grow concerned and children are often referred for special education
services. This is particularly true for students of color, students who are language
learners, and students who come from a different cultural background, resulting in the
gross disproportionality and representation of minority and ethnic students in special
education classrooms (Harry & Klinger, 2014). To counter this narrative, teachers must
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move “away from pathologizing difference, and toward embracing the fluidity of child
development by reimagining classroom spaces as a new ecology of relationship, learning,
and, in early childhood contexts, play” (Thorius et al., 2019, p. 163). When we abandon
these racist, ableist, classist, and discriminatory expectations and conventions, we make
space for children who interact differently, but not incorrectly; who take a unique—not
deviant—approach to connecting with others; and who play in their own way, on their
terms. What might classrooms look like if we see social interaction, connection, and
relationships as a continuum, rather than a dichotomy between ‘right’ or ‘wrong’? And
how might children’s relationships as well as our own teaching practices change—and
indeed, strengthen—as a result?
The Role of the Teacher in Early Childhood Educational Contexts
Research has shown that teachers play a significant role in integrating children
with developmental variations into classroom spaces and fostering feelings of acceptance
and friendship among typically developing classmates (Krone & Yu, 2019; Han et al.,
2016). Teachers can support all children in their classrooms, regardless of ability or
diagnosis, by facilitating play and aiding in conflict resolution. Teachers can foster an
atmosphere of inclusion and respect, and help forge connections between children with
developmental variations and their classmates by sometimes interpreting or
contextualizing the actions or behaviors of children with developmental variations (Krone
& Yu, 2019).
Teachers serve as their classroom librarians and discussion facilitators, and as
such, have power and control over guiding the discussions and resources that are most
prominently featured in schools. Case studies have shown that in order to best support
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children’s peer interactions and provide prosocial skills and experiences for children with
developmental variations, a deeper understanding of young children’s friendship
development is needed among teachers. As one study proposed, “If teachers are given
more knowledge and training about how to support emerging friendships, children with
disabilities could benefit from teacher support to develop meaningful peer relationships”
(Krone & Yu, 2019, p. 191). Armed with a deeper understanding of the importance of
selecting diverse and equitable classroom materials, as well as ways to promote positive
interactions among students in their classrooms, teachers can more effectively support
children—especially those with developmental variations—as they navigate their social
world.
Teachers can use their power as facilitators, curators, and gatekeepers to uphold or
oppose practices and discourse that are steeped in ableism and racism, and a key context
for this in early childhood educational spaces is through literacy and book reading.
Simply choosing a book written by a diverse author or that features characters of color or
with one or more disabilities is not enough; teachers must invite discussion, questioning,
and student observations while reading in order to examine issues of identity and power
and raise critical consciousness among young learners (Beneke & Cheatham, 2020). This
is not always easy or natural for educators, especially given that “white, nondisabled
women… make up the majority of novice teachers in the United States” (Beneke &
Cheatham, 2020, p. 246). Despite even the best of intentions, teachers may use literature
and other resources to reinforce normativity surrounding whiteness and ability by
shutting down complex or potentially painful discussions and skirting around engaging
issues of difference by emphasizing sameness, in order to prioritize their own comfort
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and brush aside the experiences of marginalized students. This sends a clear message to
students that either they are not capable of engaging in complicated conversations, that
concepts such as differences in race, ability, language, or identity are not to be discussed,
or both. Either way, classroom power structures and hierarchies are maintained, and
opportunities to learn, grow, and take on new perspectives are lost.
Attitudes towards children with developmental variations are among the barriers
that inclusion classrooms face, and one of the areas in which teachers can make
significant progress. Just as physical barriers limit the full participation of individuals
with physical disabilities from spaces and spheres of life, negative attitudes can similarly
preclude individuals with developmental variations from being regarded and accepted as
equal (Han et al., 2016). Negative attitudes toward disability can stem from many sources
outside of the classroom, including familial bias or perpetuated socio-cultural stereotypes,
but they can also be rooted in personal experiences with a classmate who has a visible
difference in physical appearance or behavior. Teachers must take care to not only
examine their own personal biases and experiences to be sure that they are not breeding
prejudice into classroom spaces, but also reject traditional conceptions of “normal” and
broaden notions of acceptable ways of being, learning, and interacting. A child with
sensory integration difficulties such as Theo may be particularly at risk of being viewed
negatively by his peers, given that he or she may interact with other children in ways that
are not typically considered welcome or appropriate, regardless of the intention. These
negative interactions may give rise to prejudice or negative attitudes towards certain
children which, if left unaddressed, may deepen and further hinder their development,
social skills, and feelings of self-esteem in the future.
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Conversely, positive and meaningful interactions with children with
developmental variations lead to positive attitudes and feelings towards them,
underscoring the need for teachers to provide ample opportunities for such interactions to
take place. Han et al. (2016) suggest several ways to do so in the classroom, including
unpacking personal biases towards disability; treating children with developmental
variations as equals, rather than as subjects of pity, shame, or sadness; providing
information and resources about individual variations to families to promote
understanding and a shared language; and spotlighting meaningful commonalities
between children when relevant. Teachers can also expand social conventions in the
classroom and create a culture that acknowledges and welcomes individual approaches to
learning, playing, and developing friendships.
Current Children’s Literature on Sensory Processing Disorder
Literature is a powerful learning tool, and the experience of children seeing
themselves and feeling represented in books is formative and beneficial. Lining
classroom libraries with books depicting children with a range of abilities and identities
helps to establish an inclusive learning environment and a community of respect and
understanding (Derman-Sparks & Edwards, 2010). Many children’s books exist to
support children, families, and educators with navigating sensory integration and Sensory
Processing Disorder—most of which have been published in the past two decades, given
the relatively recent research on sensory integration and the ongoing work of garnering
more widespread recognition of SPD within both the educational and medical fields
(Crasta et al., 2020; Ben-Sasson et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2017; Galiana-Simal, 2020;
Arky, n.d.). Many of these stories follow a similar trope, however, and very few focus on
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children with SPD or sensory integration challenges in a social context, and how sensory
processing challenges impact a child’s social interactions with peers and his or her ability
to form and sustain positive relationships at school.
Current children’s literature with themes of sensory integration includes books
that detail firsthand experiences with SPD by taking readers through everyday routines
that young readers will recognize. Stories follow fictional characters as they navigate
such familiar experiences as waking up, getting dressed, eating breakfast, and going to a
grocery store with a caregiver, and describe what those experiences may feel like for an
individual with SPD (Laird, 2007; Griffin, 2010). Many books focus on one aspect of
SPD, such as the physiological experience of craving movement, and how that can
manifest for a child during the school day (Dow & Dow, 2014), or an experience that
may feel particularly challenging for a child with SPD, such as visiting the dentist
(Roth-Fisch, 2014). Several books are narrated by a sibling or family member of a child
with sensory processing challenges (Gianetti, 2017), and others are told at the intersection
of SPD and other developmental variations, such as Autism Spectrum Disorder or
dyspraxia (Farrington Wilson, 2009; Gianetti, 2017). Still others assume a more general
stance, describing different sensorial experiences and encouraging all readers—not
specifically those with sensory challenges or a diagnosis of any kind—to notice feelings
in their bodies and become more attuned to their sensory systems (Garcia, 2016).
While no book explicitly addresses how sensory integration challenges impact
friendship development or manifest in social situations with peers, several books touch
upon aspects of the intersection of Sensory Processing Disorder and socialization at
school, and some are more instructive than others. One helpful book is Veenendall’s
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(2008) Arnie and His School Tools: Simple Sensory Solutions that Build Success. Arnie
struggles with school, and though he is just like his classmates in many ways, he also
needs things in the classroom that his peers do not. The explicit mention and inclusion of
qualities and interests that Arnie shares with his peers is a wonderful and important piece
of information to include in a story about SPD or developmental variations, despite that
very few books about SPD do so; highlighting the things that make Arnie just like other
children communicates the idea that all children have commonalities, regardless of
diagnosis or physical or behavioral differences. As the title suggests, the book walks
readers through the tools that make Arnie feel successful and relaxed at school and help
him “do his work,” such as sitting on a bouncy ball instead of a regular chair, using an
oral fidget or manipulative fidget with his hands, and wearing headphones or earplugs to
block extraneous sound, and a weighted vest or lap pad during meeting times. Arnie, like
Theo, seems to experience a steady flow of commands and reprimands from his teachers
and peers to ‘sit still’ and ‘stop doing that,’ but the book offers no solutions for how
Arnie, and others like him, might counter or change that narrative (Veenendall, 2008).
Another illustrative book that explores SPD in a classroom context is Steiner’s
(2010) This is Gabriel: Making Sense of School. The book provides a window into one
boy’s experience with SPD by defining what his diagnosis means for him, and addressing
each of the eight sensory systems (sight, touch, smell, sound, taste, proprioception,
vestibular, and interoception) and how they may be impacted in a school setting. The
story concludes with a letter that seems to indicate that the purpose of this book is to
explain his experiences and differences to his readership which, presumably, includes
other children around his age. The letter reads:
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Now that we’ve learned about all of our eight senses and about Sensory
Processing Disorder, I hope you understand why school can be hard for me. The
things that make it easier for me to learn, like squishing clay, or chewing gum, or
having quiet time, are really important for me to keep my body feeling calm and
ready to learn. I love school! And with a little help from my teachers and my
classmates, I can be a learning sensation!
Thanks for reading!
Your friend,
Gabriel (Steiner, 2010, p. 23)
This letter, and perhaps everything that precedes it, is a direct appeal to Gabriel’s peers to
better understand him and what makes his needs and behaviors different from their own.
The book also suggests that typically developing children play an important role in
accepting their classmates who have developmental variations.
Though not specifically written for or about sensory integration in a classroom
setting, Laird’s (2007) book, I’m Not Weird, I Have Sensory Processing Issues, offers
useful insight into one person’s experience with SPD written from the first-person
perspective. Going through each sense, Laird describes how different tastes, smells, and
physical sensations feel extreme and, at times, intolerable to the main character—despite
that those same sensations may feel ‘just right’ to someone else. She uses imagery to
concretize different sensory experiences, such as wind feeling “like thousands of creepy
caterpillars crawling on me that I couldn’t get off” (Laird, 2007, p. 8). Examples such as
these remind us that we all experience the world differently, especially individuals with
SPD or other sensory integration challenges; experiences that are deeply pleasant for
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some—such as the sensation of a light breeze—can often feel quite the opposite to others.
In that sense, the book serves as a helpful archetype for prompting young readers to
consider and empathize with the often diverse experiences of the people in their
classrooms and lives.
A final literary resource that attempts to provide insight into children’s
experiences with SPD at school is Beins’ (2016) book, Ovis Has Trouble With School.
Like Arnie and His School Tools and This is Gabriel: Making Sense of School, this story
addresses the occurrence of sensory challenges in a school setting, but unlike the
previously discussed texts, does not do so in a helpful or humanizing way for children
with SPD or their peers. Throughout the book, readers follow Ovis the sheep as he
struggles to listen, pay attention, and sit still in his sheep classroom. School is clearly a
place of distress and pain for him; he is pictured with a tear streaming down his cheek in
the illustration featured on the book’s cover. Ovis never seems to be doing what he
“should” be doing when he should be doing it, and his teacher grows increasingly
frustrated with him. Ovis says, “my teacher thinks I am ba-a-a-ad” (Beins, 2016). Ovis
finally visits an occupational therapist (OT), Mrs. Sheep Dog, and he tells her, “my body
feels ba-a-a-ad” (Beins, 2016). This language and repetition of the word ‘ba-a-a-ad’
throughout the story—though likely intended as an onomatopoeic pun geared toward
childrens’ senses of humor—erases the nuance of and motivation behind Ovis’
experience, and casts his behavior in a purely negative light. Mrs. Sheep Dog, the OT,
recommends adaptive equipment for Otis such as flexible seating in the form of a bean
bag chair, standing instead of sitting, and using a lap pad to feel calm (Beins, 2016). But
the story’s failure to acknowledge Otis’ self-esteem and interactions with his peers and
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classroom environment is deeply unsatisfying and unsettling. One must wonder how
‘ba-a-a-ad’ a child with SPD might feel after reading this book, or how the classmates of
that child may view him or her going forward.
In addition to lacking meaningful and constructive content about the impact of
Sensory Processing Disorder on the development of peer relationships in young children,
a final yet important critique of current children’s literature available on sensory
integration is that most books also lack significant diversity and representation amongst
the characters. The vast majority of books feature white children—most especially
boys—or animals, such as Ovis the sheep, and are wanting of racial, gender, and cultural
diversity. Children being able to see themselves represented in books is critical to the
efficacy of literature as a social-emotional tool, and books with greater representation of
experience and identity are necessary to support all children with sensory processing
difficulties, not only a section of the population. In Anti-Bias Education, Derman-Sparks
& Edwards (2010) recommend that educators ask the following questions of their
classroom libraries: “Can all the children in my classroom find themselves in my book
collection? Do the books I provide support every child’s family, racial identity, cultural
identity, home language, and so on?” (p. 46). To my mind, children like Theo have thus
far been excluded from the opportunity of seeing aspects of themselves fully represented
in stories. I hope that changes here and now.
Children’s literature is a highly effective tool for sharing information, sensitively
highlighting differences so that all children feel seen and represented, and calling
attention to common interests and the things that unite children together (Han et al.,
2016). In addition to the endless list of children’s books that help children and families of
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different races, religions, gender identities, cultures, levels of ability, and more feel
valued and seen, Look Again aims to do just that for children with sensory integration
difficulties. The story promotes positive interactions among children with developmental
variations and their peers, and supports teachers in facilitating these positive interactions
and bridging differences between students by suggesting neutral, helpful, and kind
language to help children problem-solve and come together. It honors the intentions of
students with disabilities when interacting with others, in order to promote empathy and
understanding among peers. The book also aims to serve as a resource for adults in
children’s lives to spread awareness of Sensory Processing Disorder and explain or
demystify some of the behaviors associated with it, which is an important component of
combating negative attitudes towards or assumptions about children with sensory
integration challenges (Han et al., 2016). Reading the story at school or at home can open
the door for conversations about why children with SPD engage in certain behaviors and
enjoy or need different sensations, such as hanging upside down on the monkey bars or
giving really tight hugs. These discussions may also spark larger conversations about the
unique preferences of all children in the class, as well as the activities or rituals that the
entire class enjoys doing together, such as a favorite song to which to dance or a
communally preferred treat to share during birthday celebrations.
Look Again: Why This Book
Inspired by Theo, a current student of mine with Sensory Processing Disorder,
this resource follows a little boy as he moves throughout his school day. Though his
sensory profile and issues with sensory integration are complex, and he uses other tools
and adaptive equipment to help him feel comfortable and successful at school, this
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children’s book specifically focuses on his social interactions and play with peers. The
book illustrates four interactions between the boy and his peers, depicted first from the
boy’s perspective and then from the other child’s perspective. From the illustrations and
minimal text, mostly in the form of speech or thought bubbles, it is clear to readers that a
misunderstanding has taken place and that the two children experience the same moment
quite differently, despite good intentions.
This depiction of dual and conflicting perspectives is enabled by the physical
organization of the book. Each page features one child’s point-of-view, and underneath
hides a second, nearly identical page, revealing the other child’s contrasting
point-of-view of the same interaction. The cardstock pages feature brightly colored cut
paper collage which are set to a backdrop of a minimal classroom environment, so as to
draw readers’ attention to the illustrations of the characters. The cut paper style and
visual inspiration for these depictions is based on the work of author-illustrator Christian
Robinson, whose vivid pictures are both representative of a culturally and racially diverse
society and reminiscent of children’s own whimsical and clear-eyed artwork (Robinson,
2019; Fogliano & Robinson, 2019; Rex & Robinson, 2016).
The initial page of the illustration set for each scenario shows an interaction from
the point-of-view of a child with SPD as he hugs, plays, interacts, or reads with one of his
classmates. These pages provide readers with a window into that child’s feelings or
thoughts during the chosen moment, as well as his good intentions toward his peer.
Turning the page reveals the same scenario, background unchanged, but now illustrating
the experience of a classmate of the boy with SPD. Each of the four featured interactions
illustrate several potential social challenges for this child. He misses social cues to give
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other children space or to ask before touching their hair, clothing, or materials during a
game; this difficulty in registering social cues is illustrated by the minimal facial
expressions present throughout the story and signals that reading interpersonal and
environmental cues can be challenging for children with SPD. However, all children
depicted in the story—not just the student with SPD—struggle to understand that the
sensations and interactions that feel good or not good to them may not necessarily feel
that way to everyone, such as giving hugs or playing with sensory materials like shaving
cream. This opposing reality is mirrored and reproduced by the layout and sequencing of
the book.
After taking readers through each of the four moments of disagreement or tension,
the final pages of the story revisit each interaction, and readers notice that a visual or
poster has been added to the composition of each scene. These visuals provide social cues
or supports for both the student with SPD and the nondisabled characters in the story, and
include messages such as ‘ASK BEFORE YOU HELP’ and ‘WE ALL LIKE
DIFFERENT THINGS.’ These messages highlight for other children the intentions of
their classmate with SPD—specifically, that he was trying to be a friend to them in his
own way—and strive to create a classroom space that is more inclusive and accepting of
a wider range of social needs and different ways of connecting. The addition of these
visuals speaks to the idea that this boy’s difficulty in navigating relationships does not lie
within him, but rather exists in his interaction between his body and an inhibiting and
discouraging external environment. The first portion of the book’s title, Look Again, is a
nod both to the idea that these visual aids were not present during the first time readers
encountered each scenario, and that we sometimes need to pay closer attention and look
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twice to see and understand the feelings and experiences of others. The wordplay of the
subheading, Making Friends with Sensory Processing Disorder, both conveys that having
SPD does not preclude children from forming friendships, and suggests that this book
may be a tool for how to ‘make friends’—or have a more positive relationship—with the
diagnosis itself.
Ambitious to be sure, this book sets out to accomplish several goals. First and
foremost, Look Again aims to serve as a support for children with sensory integration
difficulties, and allows them an opportunity to see themselves and their various ways of
interacting represented in print. It illustrates the experience of a child with Sensory
Processing Disorder to his or her classmates, in order to both provide context for why a
child with sensory processing challenges might interact in a different way or have certain
preferences, and foster educational spaces grounded in empathy, acceptance, and
open-mindedness toward difference. By presenting readers with the same moment in
time, depicted and understood in two opposing ways, the story teaches us that every
interaction and relationship is complex and can be viewed from multiple perspectives;
one person’s experience of the world is never the only experience, and does not always
correctly reveal the intent of another person in an interaction. Look Again also reminds
teachers of our job to ensure that our classrooms are both physically and emotionally
supportive and nurturing for all students, and not unintentionally disabling. And perhaps
most of all, it aims to teach all of us that there are many ways to show affection, connect
with those around us, and be a friend.
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Positionality and Connections to Bank Street Coursework
I approach this work as a white, nondisabled, cisgender, heterosexual woman with
a background in early childhood and special education. As an early childhood classroom
teacher for the last six years and as a graduate student at Bank Street College of
Education, I have worked with many students with disabilities and attempted to
empower, support, and advocate for them and their families to the best of my ability.
However, I recognize that as a nondisabled person, I maintain an outsider perspective and
cannot presume to understand the marginalization that often results from disability or
diagnosis. My experiences at Bank Street have helped me to name and identify the ways
in which my identities are privileged in the field of education and in general, and the
immense benefits I have derived from the practices and systems that continue to uphold
whiteness and ability as idyllic norms. My education at Bank Street has also deepened
my awareness of the myriad of ways in which teachers possess enormous power as
gatekeepers, decision-makers, and touchpoints in the lives of children and families. As I
continue on my journey of learning and unlearning, I both acknowledge this reality and
commit myself to using my position to disrupt such damaging power structures in and out
of the classroom.
Look Again represents the culmination of my personal, educational, and
professional experiences. As a graduate student in Bank Street’s Early Childhood General
and Special Education program, I have spent the last several years immersed in issues of
equity and inclusion, the themes that most prominently imbue this project. Through Bank
Street, I have learned about developmental variations, inclusion, and the power of
children’s literature as a tool for education and advocacy work. I have examined the
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intersection of education and identity, both in my students and in myself, and embraced
the imperative we have as educators to look again—to reflect on our own teaching
practice, to observe (and observe again) the children in our classrooms without judgment
or a desire to change them, but rather to see them for their whole selves. Though inspired
by a particular student, Look Again is equally a product of my learning at Bank Street, as
it was my experiences there that allowed me to see this student in all of his complexities,
multifaceted personhood, strengths, and needs, and enabled me to be more fully attuned
to the nuances of childhood and development. Bank Street has sharpened my sense of
socially just education, prompted personal and professional reflection, and raised my
critical consciousness, and this book would not have been possible without it.
This project examines disability, inclusion, and development from a lens of equity
and social justice, much like the perspective assumed by many courses in the Early
Childhood General and Special Education program. One Bank Street course in particular,
Developmental Variations, introduced me to the history and background of special
education and reframed disability as developmental variation, the terminology of which is
far less laden with stigma. This course encouraged further scrutiny of notions of
‘diagnosis’ and ‘cure,’ and argued that it is more often schools, systems, and society that
need to be cured, not people’s minds or bodies (Clare, 2017). Difference may warrant
accommodations and modifications of environment and curricula, but it is also cause for
celebration—never shame or exclusion.
As a singular facet of a child’s identity, developmental variations interact and
intersect with other components of who they are, including their race, language, culture,
gender, socioeconomic class, sexual orientation, immigration status, religion, and more.
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This idea, known as intersectionality, can help teachers affirm the full identities of our
students. One teacher noted the power that rests in the hands of teachers in this regard:
Every day kids enter our class, there’s an opportunity for them to be empowered
or oppressed. When I don’t consider intersectionality and what they might need, I
run the risk of oppressing my kids. ... When we stop seeing our kids as whole
people—as whole, nuanced people, with context to gender and race and
class—we stop seeing them as real people. (Bell, 2017)
Intersectionality teaches us to honor all parts of our students and get to know them as
individuals, helping us to combat personal biases, empower children, and create more
equitable educational spaces. It prompts us to question why the same behavior exhibited
by a white student and a student of color may be labeled differently, or why, for example,
children’s books about sensory integration predominantly feature young white males and
lack real diversity. Considering intersectionality and students’ multiple identities allows
us to acknowledge and reckon with discrimination, and provides a starting point for
addressing it in the classroom.
Another course, Foundations of Modern Education, highlighted the ways in which
our current public education systems were not designed for all children; they were—and
in many ways, still are—instruments of segregation and exclusion, for students of color,
for students with disabilities, and others. Inclusion in ‘mainstream’ school and society is
a relatively new idea in special education. Until the passage of the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act (EACHA or EHA) in 1975, many children with
developmental variations were barred from attending school at all. The EHA was revised
and renamed in 1990 as the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act, or IDEA, which
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more clearly outlined the right of all children to a free and appropriate education in the
least restrictive environment (Turnbull et al., 2013). But while the passage of IDEA
paved a legal path for inclusion, the process of figuring out how to best welcome and
include students with developmental variations is ongoing. Inclusion is more than simply
the physical presence of a child with a diagnosis or Individualized Education Program
(IEP) in a general education setting, as placement alone does not ensure equal
opportunity and access. Inclusion “occurs when adults provide opportunities for children
of different abilities to exercise their agency and create their own identities as learners
and members of the early childhood community” (Buchanan, 2009, p. 56). True inclusion
and educational equity calls on teachers to cultivate classrooms that are built on
understanding differences and offer multiple ways of accessing and participating, to help
address the roots of discrimation and segregation of our schools.
While literature has long documented the benefits of inclusion in general
education settings for children with developmental variations, recent research has shown
equal benefits of inclusive spaces for typically developing students. In a recent study,
Chandler-Olcott and Kluth (2009) argue that the inclusion of students with Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) in one classroom led to deeper reflection and observation on
the part of teachers, more varied approaches to instruction and assessment, and the
valuing of multiple means of engagement and participation for all children. Though these
practices originated to support students with developmental variations, they also happen
to simply be best educational practice overall (Chandler-Olcott & Kluth, 2009).
Expanding access to curriculum, learning, and classroom life benefits everyone.
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Sapon-Shevin (2003) takes this idea one step further, arguing that inclusion
extends far beyond disability and the school setting and is synonymous with social
justice. Sapon-Shevin (2003) writes, “Inclusion demands that we ask, What kind of a
world do we want to create and how should we educate students for that world?” (p. 26).
Perhaps one of the best ways for teachers to prepare students for the world we would like
them to one day inhabit is to actually create that world within the walls of the school
building: reject attitudes of indifference and exclusion, model equality and allyship, and
expect nothing less than kindness and fairness for all. This approach need not be the
culture in inclusion classrooms only; as Bank Street preaches and models, spaces that
require equitable access and learning opportunities should be the educational standard
everywhere, for all students. Deeper and more lasting social change and justice can occur
when inclusion is elevated to more than just a special education concern that impacts a
small portion of society (Sapon-Shevin, 2003).
That the chosen format for this resource is a children’s book is intentional, and it
relates directly to the role of books in the life of a child and of a classroom. While my
belief in the power of children’s literature to nurture, empower, entertain, and cultivate
joy originated with my mother reading to me throughout my own childhood, my ardent
view that children’s books are also effective tools for teaching, reflection, and spreading
awareness began at Bank Street. Such courses as The Teaching of Reading Writing and
Language, Literature, and Emergent Literacy, opened my eyes to the transformative
potential of books, and specifically the importance of representation in classroom books
and materials for all children. As children with developmental variations are increasingly
represented in general education classroom settings and schools hopefully reflect a more
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heterogeneous population, classroom materials and resources also must reflect this
diversity.
Bishop (1990) has posited that strong multicultural literacy can and should serve
as mirrors, windows, and sliding glass doors for children. She writes:
Books are sometimes windows, offering views of worlds that may be real or
imagined, familiar or strange. These windows are also sliding glass doors, and
readers have only to walk through in imagination to become part of whatever
world has been created or recreated by the author. When lighting conditions are
just right, however, a window can also be a mirror. Literature transforms human
experience and reflects it back to us, and in that reflection we can see our own
lives and experiences as part of the larger human experience. Reading, then,
becomes a means of self-affirmation, and readers often seek their mirrors in
books. (Bishop, 1990)
Viewed through this framework, books have the potential to educate, inform, and
validate. But for too long, only a portion of the population has been granted access to this
power of literature, as children’s books predominantly and disproportionately feature
typically-developing white children. The Cooperative Children’s Book Center (CCBC)
found that of 4,034 books they received in 2019, 41.8% (1,555 books) depicted white
characters and 29.2% (1,085 books) depicted Animals or “Other” (Tyner, 2020). By stark
contrast, only 11.9% (441 books) featured Black/African characters, 9.2% (343 books)
featured characters with brown skin (in which the character clearly had brown skin but
the book did not include specific racial or cultural signifiers), 8.7% (325 books) featured
Asian or Asian American characters, 5.3% (197 books) featured Latinx characters, 1%
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(37 books) featured First or Native Nations characters, and just 0.05% (2 books) featured
Pacific Islander characters. Beyond race, only 3.1% (or 115 books) featured characters
who identified as LGBTQIAP+, and 3.4% (126 books) depicted a character with a
disability (Tyner, 2020).
These statistics clearly reveal gross discrepancies in representation among
multiple sections of the population, which have profound implications for all of us. For
more than half of the population, these numbers indicate that searching for a book that
reflects their image, culture, or identity proves to be a difficult endeavor. As a result,
children from diverse cultural, sexual, racial, and religious backgrounds have a much
smaller selection of literary ‘mirrors’ from which to choose. This massive disparity in
representation and visibility adversely impacts children of color, children with
disabilities, children who identify as LGBTQ+, and others, as it engenders the belief that
they are less valuable or important than their peers. The overrepresentation of white,
able-bodied, cisgender, and heterosexual individuals as main characters in books is also
problematic for the development of ‘typically’ developing white children, however, as it
may lead to a heightened sense of self-importance, or feelings of entitlement to taking up
more space—on a page and in life—than others (Bishop, 1990). These troubling statistics
highlight the need for books that feature diverse children by all metrics: race, culture,
language, ability, gender, sexuality, and more. Though this project is merely a drop in the
bucket of this work, Look Again seeks to add diversity to the pool of books for children
with Sensory Processing Disorder and their families.
Finally, every course at Bank Street has instilled in me the importance of
reflection. Self-reflection prompts the examination of biases and prejudices that reside
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within each of us, allowing us to work more openly with the children and families in our
care. It provides structure and space for revising educational practices, prompting
educators to ask how to better serve students next time. Teaching and learning exist at
opposing ends of a continuum, and sound educational practice demands that we
continuously shift from one end of that spectrum to the other, always recognizing that our
work is never done.
Theoretical Framework
That this resource spotlights several potential social challenges experienced by a
child with Sensory Processing Disorder or sensory integration issues in no way suggests
that such a child needs to be changed or ‘fixed.’ By contrast, this story is framed and
informed by the social model of disability, which asserts that the challenges experienced
by individuals with disabilities reside firmly within his or her social context and an
inability or unwillingness to make accommodations within that context, rather than
within the individual themselves. The social model of disability, in contrast with the
medical model of disability, views disability as a form of discrimation against
individuals; the term ‘diagnosis’ can connote a particular bias, and inform the way a child
is positioned or viewed within his or her school environment (Watson, 2019). Disability
rights activists also argue that focusing on an individual’s difference or impairment draws
attention away from broader considerations, and inhibits necessary cultural, societal, or
political accountability and examination of our treatment of these individuals (Matthews,
2009). The environment, not the child, needs to be altered, and this book aims to honor
the approach, modes of being and interacting, and full personhood of a child with SPD or
other sensory integration difficulty, and modify social classroom contexts to be less
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disabling or challenging. The book also encourages nondisabled classmates to maintain a
more inclusive stance towards their peers with disabilities, and expand notions of what it
means to socialize, connect, and coexist in community with others.
The illustrations of this resource explicitly call attention to this framework of the
social model of disability. The first portion of the book depicts several social interactions
between Theo and his peers. Each of these interactions are revisited in the second half of
the story, and readers notice that each page now features a visual support or poster. The
addition of these visuals is a nod to the social model of disability approach, and
highlights the accommodations and modifications teachers can make to classroom culture
and spaces to make them more accessible and supportive for children with developmental
variations. The visual notes provide social support for all students and help to foster a
more understanding and inclusive learning environment, in part by also addressing
attitudes of the peers of a child with SPD. Cultivating more positive attitudes towards
children with SPD and other developmental variations places less emphasis on that
child’s sensory differences and, in turn, creates a less disabling social context.
Related in many ways to the social model of disability is the perspective of the
neurodiversity movement, a somewhat recent voice to the special education conversation
that positions disability as simply another aspect of human variation that necessitates
respect (Armstrong, 2017). Neurodiversity advocates maintain that similar to facets of
identity such as race, gender, class, and religion, the presence of disability enriches and
enhances the diversity of any surrounding environment, rather than representing an aspect
of identity that needs fixing. Viewed through this lens, “the role of the
neurodiversity-oriented special educator becomes less one of correcting errors,
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remediating deficits, and teaching instructional objectives and more one of creating
environments within which neurodiverse students can thrive” (Armstrong, 2017, p. 11). A
special education approach grounded in neurodiversity includes strengths-based
evaluations, assessments, and instructional methods and interventions, and aims to build
on students’ potential and “use their assets to tackle their social, emotions, cognitive, and
academic challenges” (Armstrong, 2017, p. 11-12); the goal is never to change the child
and learners are not viewed as burdens. This stance of neurodiversity and honoring all
that children bring with them to the classroom inspired this project, and Look Again
assumes that standpoint that students with disabilities add value and richness to any
classroom setting.
Disability Critical Race Theory (DisCrit) serves as a final framework that informs
this paper. DisCrit maintains that the social constructions of race and ability circulate
interdependently to create multiple oppressions for individuals at their intersections, and
that counteracting the racist, ableist, and discriminatory practices in education
necessitates first acknowledging their interconnectedness (Annamma et al., 2013). Race
and ability have long been used as exclusionary practices across societal sectors to create
and uphold systems of power and oppression, which has certainly been reproduced in
schools, teaching practices, and books and other classroom materials. Hancock et al.
(2021) discuss the damaging impact of this reality on children’s development and
meaning-making:
[C]hildren are often exposed to narrow representations of human variation in
early childhood settings through classroom literature, materials, and teacher talk
that omit experiences of Children of Color, particularly those who are multiply
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marginalized. Limited exposure to human difference within early childhood
curricula perpetuates normative ways of being (e.g., White and nondisabled) that
collectively minimize children’s opportunities to construct expansive
understandings of difference that include race and ability, among other
intersectional social identities. (p. 1)
In response to this limited representation, DisCrit calls upon educators and practitioners
to critically examine the intersection of race and ability in order to understand the ways in
which normalcy has been defined by whiteness and ability, and subsequently work to
replace those definitions with far more inclusive and expansive conceptualizations. Look
Again is informed by that call, and aims to widen readers’ exposure to individual
variation and ways of interacting through the centering of one child’s humanity.
Theo, Revisited
Look Again is based on the social experiences of Theo, a friendly, verbal, and
outgoing child who struggles with sensory integration. Theo is a nearly-five-year-old
pre-Kindergarten student who comes from a middle-class, English-speaking household.
While Theo appears male and white, his family identifies as biracial: his father is Middle
Eastern and his mother is white and of Eastern European lineage. Though Theo is
white-passing in reality, he is depicted here with a darker skin tone to avoid adding yet
another book featuring a young white boy to a library of such stories that has already
reached its maximum capacity.
Theo constantly seeks social interaction with those around him. He asks adults
and peers many questions, enjoys sharing jokes with others, singing and making up songs
with other children, and engaging in large cooperative imaginative games or building
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activities. During these games, he assigns roles to any peer who asks to join and is deeply
inclusive; for Theo, the more children involved, the more fun he seems to have. Theo
does not enjoy playing independently in the classroom, and may cry or verbally express
that he is upset if other children do not join him in his chosen center or if they reject his
invitations to play.
Theo may be described as “sensory seeking” across all areas of sensory
processing. Theo consistently exhibits behaviors that seem to indicate that average levels
of sensation or stimulation are not stimulating enough for him to maintain engagement in
the classroom. Theo seeks additional input in his senses of touch, sight, sound, smell,
taste, and his vestibular and proprioceptive systems. Theo wears an oral fidget, or a
‘chewelry’ necklace, that provides him with a safe way to receive tactile input without
chewing on clothing or classroom materials. He fondly calls it his “chewy” and it remains
firmly in his mouth as he gnaws on it with his back teeth during the day. Theo enjoys
bright visual or auditory stimulation such as flashy images or loud videos, and may miss
visual cues or verbal directions. Theo loves music and frequently hums loudly to himself
as he plays or walks around the classroom. Theo also enjoys and seeks out movements
that allow him to spin, be turned upside-down (such as the monkey bars at the
playground), or crash into people or objects during play. During meetings or story times
in the classroom, Theo regularly asks for something to hold or manipulate in his hands, or
may get up from his seat and roll on the rug, touch another child, or walk around the
classroom. The sum of these behaviors over time, observed both at school and at home,
resulted in Theo’s diagnosis of Sensory Processing Disorder last spring. This year, Theo
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receives five hours each week of in-classroom SEIT (Special Education Itinerant
Teacher) support as well as occupational therapy services twice weekly after school.
Theo’s sensory integration challenges manifest not only in his own behavior
throughout the school day, but also in his relationships with his peers. Theo often touches
the clothing, skin, or hair of others without their permission, likely because he enjoys the
texture of what (or whom) he is touching. He is affectionate and often expresses a desire
to hug other children. Sometimes he does so without asking. Occasionally—most often
with the facilitation of a nearby adult—he obtains consent first, but may still squeeze or
hug his peer too tightly. Theo also moves around the room frequently and quite quickly,
which often results in him knocking down another child’s building work or structure by
mistake. These actions, though indicative of Theo’s sensory systems attempting to
compensate for their underresponsiveness to environmental stimuli, cause accidental
physical or emotional harm to other children in the class, and adversely—albeit
unintentionally—impact Theo’s social connections with others. With increasing
regularity, his classmates express that Theo “is naughty,” “hurts me,” or “is too rough”
when he plays.
In the opening chapter of The Out-of-Sync Child, Kranowitz (2005) offers an
example of how inefficient sensory processing may disrupt learning and social interaction
over time. She asks readers to imagine that a child yanks on the tail of a cat. In response,
the cat may hiss, arch its back, or even try to scratch the child. This experience will likely
lead the child to refrain from repeating the behavior that caused such a frightening
response in the future. However, a child with Sensory Processing Disorder or sensory
integration issues may have a different experience. He may struggle to register these
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environmental cues cautioning him not to repeat his action of pulling the cat’s tail, or he
may register the information but struggle to organize it efficiently; he may see the cat’s
reaction, but be “unable to change his behavior and stop himself” (Kranowitz, 2005, p.
12).
Kranowitz (2005) goes on to describe the possible outcomes of this interaction for
a child with SPD. Perhaps the child “may never learn and may get repeatedly scratched”
by the cat, thus losing “a chance to learn how to relate positively to other living
creatures” (Kranowitz, 2005, p. 12). The child may simply avoid the cat in the future out
of fear, which is also a missed opportunity to cultivate an interest in or appreciation for
cats and perhaps other animals as well. Or, Kranowitz (2005) suggests, “the child may
learn about cause and effect, may learn to grade his movements, may learn to treat
animals gently, and may grow up to love cats—but this will happen only with much
conscious effort, after much time and many, many scratches” (p. 12). In other words,
learning may eventually take place, but at what cost?
Though cats are not often found within the walls of the early childhood
classroom, this hypothetical instance offers helpful parallels to peer relationships among
young children. This imagined child was likely not trying to cause harm to the cat—he
was perhaps simply experimenting with interaction, exploring his environment, and
expressing curiosity in a way that he knew how—much in the same way that Theo never
means to cause his peers harm or distress, though that is often an unintended outcome of
his actions. Imagining that Theo is this child and his peers represent the cat, the outcomes
that Kranowitz (2005) describes—getting repeatedly hurt, avoiding interaction out of fear
or confusion, or finally coming to successful and positive social interaction only after a
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long time and painstaking effort—are not exactly appealing. Theo currently has a great
deal of tactile and oral supports to help him regulate his sensory systems, but no direct
intervention to provide guided support with facilitating peer interaction. Look Again aims
to fill in the gap of social-emotional support for Theo and all children with SPD by
helping them feel seen and validated in social interactions, cultivating empathy and
understanding among typically developing peers, and ensuring that no child is
unnecessarily ‘scratched’ while navigating the social world of friendship in early
childhood.
Future Implications and Research
Until recently, sensory integration or Sensory Processing Disorder was only
considered to co-occur alongside other diagnoses such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder or Autism Spectrum Disorder. Though it is increasingly recognized as a
stand-alone diagnosis, and awareness and understanding of the disorder has deepened in
recent decades, there is still considerable work to be done. Educational and medical
professionals advocated for SPD to be included in the most recent edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-5), published in 2013 (Crasta et al., 2020;
Wallis, 2007), but were unsuccessful in doing so. While the DSM-5 does not currently list
SPD as a stand-alone diagnosis, sensory processing challenges—specifically,
“hyperreactivity or hyporeactivity to sensory input”—were added to the diagnostic
criteria for children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (Crasta et al., 2020, p. 2). This was
seen as an important step in garnering awareness for sensory processing differences, but
additional resources are needed to better understand and research the prevalence of SPD
as it occurs separately from ASD, ADD, or ADHD, and support children and families in
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navigating it. As educational researcher and occupational therapist Lucy Jane Miller
notes, “It’s hard to get grants for a disorder that doesn’t exist” (Wallis, 2007, para. 8).
Similarly, SPD is not recognized as one of the 13 disability classifications under
IDEA (Turnbull et al., 2013), making it difficult for families and educators to advocate
for children with sensory processing differences or know how to best support them at
home and at school. Students with SPD or other sensory-related challenges are eligible to
receive special education services or necessary accommodations under Section 504 of the
1973 Rehabilitation Act; they are also protected under the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) and the ADA Amendment Act (ADAA), both of which prohibit
discrimination against individuals with disabilities and increase access to and inclusion
within communal, professional, and educational spaces (Kimbol, 2008; Widiss, 2015).
However, because of the inconsistent recognition of SPD as a disability, best practices of
providing socially just and equitable educational support to students and their families
both in and out of the classroom have not always been clear.
An essential component of the work ahead includes helping educators to make
their classrooms friendlier to and more welcoming of children with sensory integration
challenges. There are many success stories of children with sensory integration
challenges thriving in school after receiving appropriate intervention and adaptive
equipment such as flexible seating and fidgets, and finding themselves in settings that are
generally responsive to a variety of sensory needs. The teachers of these students worked
diligently to ensure that they had access to appropriately stimulating environments that
provided sensory outlets and opportunities to develop self-regulation. Over time, these
children became more attuned to their bodies and their needs, and gained a deeper
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understanding of what tools and supports help them to feel successful in the classroom
(Viola & Noddings, 2006). These typical approaches to including students with
disabilities in general education through environmental and curricular accommodations
have a place in schools as they have the power to increase students’ access to their
educational programs. But often, the subtext of providing students with physical adaptive
equipment and social-emotional tools is to push students with disabilities—and
particularly students of color or students from a different cultural or linguistic
background—to better conform to classroom expectations of behavior and interaction.
These expectations emanate from Eurocentric, Western ways of learning and being, and
do not serve all children; they reproduce racist and ableist standards that uphold
whiteness and ability as the gold standard. Teachers and schools must resist using special
education as a tool to reinforce such conventions, and instead provide students with SPD
and their families with resources that make them feel seen for who they are.
Books can be a powerful tool to generate rich and critical conversations about
representation and difference, and help students feel welcomed into classroom spaces
rather than excluded from them. Children’s literature that makes students with SPD feel
understood and represented, and helps their classmates understand his or her experience
more clearly, can help to create accepting and positive spaces for all children, especially
in the context of friendship development and peer interaction. Given the widely accepted
importance of peer relationships and social interaction for young children’s present and
future development and learning, resources to help promote these positive interactions for
children with sensory integration difficulties are critically necessary. Tools such as Look
Again will help students with SPD, like Theo, feel included at school, for who he already
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is, not for who or how the world would like him to be, and foster a more empathetic and
inclusive stance among classmates. Though it is far from sufficient, while we collectively
work to reduce stigma around sensory processing differences, continue to disrupt
normative racist and ableist expectations of children, and expand notions of connection
and what it looks like to be in relationship, for now, Theo, this book will have to do.
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